
ASSIGNMENT 2*: POV-RAY MODELING
This assignment is worth 19% of  the annual course mark

Due 5pm on Tuesday 8th November 2016

Late submissions will incur a penalty of  20% per day late



2 ASSIGNMENT 2

Model and render a 3D scene using POV-Ray. This MUST include the following compulsory elements:

1. One textured OR bump mapped object (using POV-Ray functions)

2. One object that is highly reflective (e.g. metal/polished marble) OR transmissive (e.g. glass)

3. One example of the use of constructive solid geometry with at least 4 component shapes

4. Some personalized element specific to the module (cs7029 | visual computing) OR an imaginary concept/product that you are presenting 
in the scene (e.g. an image, 3D logo/text, or some abstract theme) 

A few suggested scenes (minus the personal element) are presented in the next few slides in case you prefer to have a specific 
objective. Please Note:

 You don’t have to get it identical to the example image. Use the verbal descriptions and feel free to be creative.

 You are free to customize the colours and material properties (as long as the compulsory elements are fulfilled)

 Small differences in exact geometry are completely acceptable.

 However this should be created directly in POV-Ray 

 you mustn’t import the compulsory requirements from other resources or use external tools to create them

 you can use secondary images/objects from other sources to improve your scene (you should credit and should external sources as a text 
comment in your assignment submission)

60% will be allocated for the compulsory requirements above

40% (qualitative marking) will go for photorealism, complexity and any stylisation*

* Style will be defined as purposefully (intentionally) modifying the look of the scene in some way to achieve a certain aesthetic quality or theme. I 

won’t judge the “quality” of the style but merely the efforts you go to try to achieve it. 



3 SCENE 1 : SPHERE’S ON A TABLE

5 spheres stacked on a simple table.

CSG used to model the table



4 SCENE 2 : THE PAWN

A chess pawn (chosen for it’s symmetry, built from cones, cylinders, torii and spheres),  a glass and a metal sphere. 



5 SCENE 3

A die with rounded edges. CSG operators used to cut rounded chunks off  a cube, or cut 

flat faces into a sphere. White dots are also spheres cut out of  the die. Hint:



6 SCENE 4 : PROPOSE YOUR OWN SCENE

I encourage you to propose your own scene of comparable complexity. If so please 

email me with a description of the geometry of your proposed scene at least one week 

before the deadline (I suggest sooner so I might provide feedback such as whether you 

are being over ambitious for the scope of the project)

The compulsory requirements must be incorporated:

 One textured OR bump mapped object (using POV-Ray functions)

 One object that is highly reflective (e.g. metal/polished marble) OR transmissive (e.g. glass)

 One example of the use of constructive solid geometry

 Some personalized element



7

Student works © of  respective authors.



8 SUBMISSION

Please submit on mymodule.tcd.ie

The deadline is 5pm on TUESDAY 8th November, 2016

You should submit:

 An image of your scene at 1024 x 768 resolution

 Your POVRay file (*.pov) 

 Any associated files required to run the scene e.g. assets, include files, textures etc.


